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Abstract
In this paper, we motivate and present a sketch of an
extrinsic timing model of speech production. It is a threestage model, involving 1) phonological planning, where
symbolic segmental representations are sequenced and slotted
into an appropriate prosodic structure, and where appropriate
acoustic cues are selected for each segment in its context, and
2) phonetic planning, where cues are mapped onto sets of
articulators, and appropriate values for spatial and temporal
parameters of movement are computed, and 3) phonetic
implementation, where articulator movements are generated,
monitored, and updated. We cite model components from the
literature that accomplish many of the required functions.
Index Terms: speech production, extrinsic timing,
prosodic structure

1. Introduction
Articulatory Phonology/Task Dynamics (hereafter AP/TD
[1,2]) is the model of speech production that currently
provides the most comprehensive account of speech timing
phenomena. Timing control in this model is intrinsic, that is,
surface timing patterns emerge from properties of the system
and do not need to be represented, specified, or tracked during
an utterance using a system-extrinsic timekeeper. However,
several lines of behavioral evidence challenge intrinsic timing
as implemented in AP/TD, and support the view that timing
control in speech production is extrinsic. In this paper, we
first present three types of evidence that support extrinsic
timing in speech production, and then discuss a preliminary
sketch of an alternative model of speech production that
involves symbolic phonological representations and extrinsic
timing. We point out model components from the literature
that can be used to implement the model.

2. Evidence for extrinsic timing
2.1. Increasing variability with increases in interval

duration, as predicted by a “noisy timekeeper”
model
Many studies show more variability in interval duration for
longer intervals in a variety of motor tasks [3]; for speech
production, see e.g. [4]. As explained in [4, p. 422], these
findings are expected in extrinsic timing models: “the
mechanism that meters out intervals of time … is variable, and
the amount of variability is directly proportional to the length
of the interval of time to be metered out.” (This is because
time is metered out in smaller units than the total interval, and
the variability in each inter-tick interval adds up). The
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relationship of variability to mean duration follows Weber’s
law, with an approximately constant coefficient of variation
(standard deviation/mean) for a range of intervals in both
humans and animals, consistent with an extrinsic timing
mechanism [5,6].

2.2. Surface
timing
constraints
specifications suggest extrinsic timing

and

goal

Within AP/TD, desired surface durations aren’t specified as
part of the utterance plan, but instead emerge from interacting
components within the task dynamical system. For example,
gesture durations in phrase-final position reflect the settlingtime of their mass-spring system, their gestural activation
interval, and an adjustment which lengthens the gestural
activation intervals at the boundary [7,8]. In AP/TD, the
surface duration emerges from these mechanisms and is not
explicitly specified in the original utterance plan. However,
[9] suggest that a constraint on surface durations of
phonemically short vowels in phrase-final position may be
required to preserve the short vs. long phonemic contrast in
Northern Finnish. The authors observed that the magnitude of
final, accentual, and combined lengthening on phonemically
short vowels in word-final syllables was restricted compared
to lengthening on phonemically long vowels (17% combined
accentual + final lengthening on phonemically short vowels in
a word-final syllables vs. 68% on long vowels in the same
context). These results are consistent with the view that the
surface durations of the phonemically short vowel are
restricted in order to avoid endangering the phonemic short vs.
long vowel quantity contrast in this language. Although it is
possible to implement this type of effect in AP/TD, the effect
is difficult to explain within the theory, since surface durations
can’t be referred to. Additional support for the representation
of surface durations can be found in studies of speech rate
effects and durational correlates of prosodic structure and
quantity [10-12]; despite considerable variability in the
strategies that different speakers use to implement these
factors, speakers all achieve a common surface duration
pattern of relatively long surface durations e.g. in phrase-final
position, at slow speech rates, and for phonemically long
vowels. These findings challenge intrinsic timing in AP/TD
because they suggest the equivalence of different strategies
that result in similar surface duration patterns, and therefore
support the specification of surface duration goals.

2.3. Separate control of movement targets vs. onsets
challenges intrinsic mass-spring models
In [13], Dave Lee commented “it is frequently not critical
when a movement starts—just so long as it does not start too
late. For example, an experienced driver who knows the car
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and road conditions can start braking safely for an obstacle a
bit later than an inexperienced driver…” This type of example
suggests that timing variability may be different at target
attainment vs. movement onset, difficult to account for in
mass-spring models such as AP/TD, but relatively
straightforward to account for in extrinsic timing models that
allow separate timing specification and prioritization for target
attainment vs. other parts of movement [14].
Several studies have confirmed the differential variability
in the timing of target attainment compared to the timing of
other movement events such as movement onset ([15-18], for
non-speech motor activity; [19] for speech). For example, [19]
showed differences in of timing variability for onsets vs. target
attainment for upper lip protrusion movements during spoken
/i_u/ sequences. While AP/TD does provide a mechanism for
separately adjusting the timing of the beginning and the end of
an activation interval (by applying its prosodic “stretching”
mechanism to a proportion of the interval), it doesn’t provide a
mechanism by which these timings could be differently
variable. These findings suggest that target attainment timing
is controlled independently of movement onset timing, and
that target attainment timing takes higher priority. Similar
findings of differential variability at target attainment vs.
elsewhere in movement have been observed for spatial
characteristics of repeated non-speech movements, where
spatial variability is lowest at a movement target and higher
elsewhere, e.g. [20]. These findings add further support for
the separate control of targets vs. other parts of movement.

3. Key features
The key feature of our proposed model sketch is that it
involves extrinsic timing, with a way to assign different
priorities to the timing of movement targets vs. other parts of
movement such as onsets. Extrinsic timing implies a-temporal
representations, and we therefore assume that representations
are symbolic, because symbolic representations are a type of
a-temporal representation. We favor symbolic representations
because they offer a better account of phonological
equivalence than alternative a-temporal representations such
as spatial paths without timing. Mechanisms of phonetic
implementation are required to map these symbolic
representations onto their surface phonetic form. We therefore
assume a three-stage model, involving 1) phonological
planning, and 2) phonetic planning, and 3) phonetic
implementation. We assume that timing specification is a part
of phonetic planning that is separate from the specification of
spectral/spatial information (see [21] for a similar view).
Timing information is combined with spatial information to
generate movements intended to get to their targets on time.
We discuss the planning and implementation stages in more
detail below.

4. Phonological planning
We assume that phonological planning involves
sequencing symbolic segmental representations and slotting
them into a prosodic frame that includes hierarchical
constituent and prominence structure [22]. Following [23,24],
we hypothesize that prosodic structure is planned with the goal
of an even distribution of recognition likelihood by the listener
throughout an utterance (called smooth signal redundancy).
To this end, predictability information (from language and
real-world context) is used to plan prosodic structure so that
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relatively unpredictable elements are highlighted, either by
manipulating relative prosodic prominence, or by
manipulating relative prosodic boundary strength (highlighting
through edge demarcation). In the planning stage, other task
requirements are identified, such as speaking quickly, or in a
particular style (e.g. clear speech, periodic speech, etc.), as
illustrated in Figure 1.
These requirements are assigned
relative priorities so that, in the Phonetic Implementation
stage, they can be balanced against movement costs to yield
optimal movements (see below and Figure 1).
Several aspects of Figure 1 are worthy of comment. First,
the effects of predictability on planned phonetic form are
assumed to be indirect, where predictability affects plnaned
prosodic structure, and prosodic structure in turn affects
planned surface phonetics. This view represents our current
hypothesis, but we note that it is possible that predictability
might have additional direct effects on phonetic form (in
addition to those that are mediated by prosodic form).
Second, we assume that the effects of non-grammatical
factors, like rate and style of speech, on phonetic form have a
direct effect on planned surface phonetics. Although these
factors have been observed to affect aspects of prosody (e.g.
fewer “breaks” at faster rates of speech, cf. [25]), our view is
that a speaker would plan the same prosodic structure (i.e.
same relative prominence and relative boundary strength
structure) for a given utterance at different rates of speech, but
that the planned correlates of this structure would be different
at different rates because the rate of speech requirement would
be balanced against the prosodic structure requirement in
determining optimum phonetic characteristics that meet the
competing demands. Third, the list of factors mentioned in
the “Non-grammatical factors” box is intended to be a
preliminary indicator of the many non-grammatical factors
that might be at work, and may not be exhaustive.
At the planning stage, each symbolic representation in its
context (prosodic, stylistic, etc.) is associated with a set of
acoustic cues [26]. For example, in syllable initial position
English /t/ might be associated with silence, then a relatively
high frequency release burst + aspiration noise, but with a
different set of cues in syllable final and ambisyllabic position.

5. Phonetic planning
Phonetic planning involves a) mapping cues onto sets of
articulators, and b) assigning values to a set of movement
parameters, including timing and spatial parameters (and
perhaps accuracy goals).
Selected acoustic cues are mapped onto quantitative
acoustic/constriction goals, which are achieved by sets of
articulators, or synergies (see [27] for a plausible neural
network model of the mapping between acoustics and
articulatory goals). We assume that the constriction goals are
very similar to the set defined by Saltzman & Munhall [2], and
adopted by [27].
We assume that movement parameters include spatial
aspects of the constriction target, e.g. lip aperture, tongue tip
constriction with the alveolar ridge, etc., a default relative
contribution of each articulator in a synergy, as well as a set of
timing parameters.
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Figure 1: Factors that shape planned surface phonetics and their relationship to predictability, acoustic salience, and recognition
likelihood. Based on similar figures in [23,24]
The timing parameters include:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Interval durations of various types, e.g. phrase-final
rhyme durations for final lengthening, phrase-initial
segment durations for initial lengthening, stressed
syllable (or CV) durations for prominence-related
lengthening; see [28] for more detail.
The timing of acoustic landmarks/constriction targets
relative to the preceding one in a sequence.
The timing of movement onsets relative to the
landmarks/targets
The time course of movement (tau, time-to-target
achievement at the current movement rate, as a function
of time [13]). When combined with spatial information,
the tau function determines the velocity profile of
movement. Following Lee [13], we assume that tau
follows an intrinsic tau guide, represented by an
equation that describes a family of finite movements
(movements from rest that start with an acceleratory
component and end after a finite duration): tauG = k[½
(t-T2/t)]. The parameters of the equation are T, the
duration of movement, and k, which describes the shape
of the movement. The variable t is the elapsed time from
the start of the movement. Tau-guided movements will
have a single-peaked velocity profile if k < 1.

5.1. Determining parameter values
It is well-known that surface phonetic characteristics,
including timing, vary systematically with prosodic and
segmental context, as well as non-grammatical factors such
as clarity requirements, rate, and style. Movement timing also
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varies with movement distance and accuracy requirements
(Fitts’ law [29]), where longer distance movements take
longer in spite of increased movement speeds, and
movements with higher spatial accuracy requirements take
longer than movements with lower spatial accuracy
requirements. All of these factors need to be taken into
account in computing timing values. We assume that
phonetic characteristics are also constrained by processing
demands and movement costs, such as energy, time, and the
cost of inaccuracy (see Figure 1). Following Optimal Control
Theory [30-32], we propose that movement parameters are
determined that represent the optimal balance between
prioritized (or weighted) task requirements and movement
costs (see [33] for an OCT interpretation of Fitts’ law
phenomena, and [34] for an example of the use of OCT in a
model of speech production).
We acknowledge that computing all of the parameter values
for movement is non-trivial, one reason being that parameter
values are inter-dependent. For example, the timing between
targets in a sequence will depend on timing requirements for
supra-segmental intervals such as phrase-final syllable
rhymes), and, as we mentioned earlier, movement timing
parameter values depend on spatial parameters such as
movement distance and accuracy. In the examples which
follow, we illustrate the factors involved in determining the
values for three of the types of timing parameter
specifications defined above.
Example 1: For the timing of at least some intervals that
are the sites of durational effects of prosodic context, we
hypothesize that requirements for these intervals will have an
influence on the timing between movement targets. For
example, the timing between targets within the word-final
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syllable rhymes will be longer if they are phrase-final than if
they are phrase-medial. Because the phrase-final durational
requirement is balanced against the cost of time, we expect
phrase-final lengthening to be minimized where it can be.
Evidence consistent with this view can be found in [37], who
observed that it is not the case that e.g. every phrase-final
segment has the same duration, rather, all segments of a
particular type are longer in phrase-final position than
medially, but the amount of absolute lengthening is segmentspecific. Nevertheless, the relative durational rank ordering
among segments is preserved.
Example 2: For the timing of an acoustic
landmark/movement target with respect to a previous
landmark, we assume that there is a cost for time that
penalizes time between speech landmarks. We hypothesize
that the time between targets will additionally depend on
prosodic context and other factors, such as rate and style of
speech. For example, if the speech rate is slow, the duration
between targets will be longer than if the overall speech rate
is fast. In cases where the two targets (X,Y) in a sequence
involve the same articulators, the duration between targets
will additionally depend on the distance between them, and
on the target’s spatial accuracy requirements, as well as on
the energy cost for reaching the second target.
Example 3: For the timing of movement onset with respect to
movement target achievement, we assume that costs for time
and energy will constrain overall movement time, and that
movement time will increase with the spatial accuracy
requirement of the target, and will decrease with its timing
accuracy requirement, because faster movements are more
accurate in terms of their timing [35]. We hypothesize that
the relative weighting of these two requirements might vary
with speaker and style. Other factors may also affect
movement time, such as prosodic position, where some
syllable-final movements may be longer than syllable-initial
movements (e.g. velum lowering for nasal stops, [36]).

5.2. Coordination for synchronized targets
Lee [13] presents a way of planning movement
coordination within an extrinsic timing framework (General
Tau theory in this case). On this theory, movements are
coordinated through tau coupling, whereby movements
whose tau functions are in constant proportion will end at the
same time. Coordination can be achieved by coupling one or
more movements onto the internal tau guide (mentioned
above), or by coupling a movement onto a sensed movement
tau. As explained in [40], when two movement tau functions
are in constant proportion, e.g. tauA = ktauB, tauA reaches
zero as the target is reached, and because tauB is in constant
proportion to tauA, it reaches zero at the same time. On this
theory, movement coordination involves movement offset
coordination. It does not require the time course of the
movements to be the same, nor is there a strict requirement
for the movements to begin at the same time. What this
means is that two coordinated movements might have
velocity peaks that don’t occur at the same time, but as long
as their taus are in constant proportion, they will reach their
targets at the same time. In addition, if one of two
coordinated movements starts later than the other, it is
assumed that the later onset movement is accelerated until
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taulater = ktauearlier, and then that the relation is maintained so
that the two movements end at the same time [41].

6. Phonetic implementation
Phonetic implementation involves producing movement
kinematics to meet planned phonetic goals. Following the
VITE (Velocities-into-terminal-endpoints) model of [38],
cited in early versions of DIVA [27], we assume that
speakers constantly monitor positions relative to a) the
planned target (either actual or predicted, depending on the
type of predicted and/or sensory information available), as
well as b) the time until planned target achievement at each
time point (the tau function, [13]). This information is
combined to generate appropriate movement velocities to get
the articulators to the target on time. Based on evidence in
e.g. [39], and following proposals in Optimal Feedback
Control Theory [31-32], we further assume that movement
corrections and updates can be made during a movement on
the basis of sensory feedback and predicted states, and that
corrections will be more likely for prioritized parts of
movement, e.g. movement offsets, compared to other parts of
movement.

7. Coarticulation in sequential movements
One of the key contributions of AP/TD is its account of
coarticulation. In our model, coarticulation falls out of the
relative timing of movement targets, and of the movement
times required to produce the targets on time with required
spatial accuracy.
Movement
amplitude
time
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of coarticulation, where the
target of movement A (black) is timed to occur before the
target of movement B (grey)
If movement targets are timed closely together, and are
produced with different sets of articulators, then for a
sequence of two targets AB, the movement onset of B will
begin before the movement target A is reached. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.

8. Conclusion
The main advantage of our proposal is that it is likely to
provide a better fit to existing data in the literature than the
AP/TD model, currently the best-worked-out model of
speech production. In our experience, careful consideration
of a well-motivated alternative to a dominant model can often
result in improvements in both competing models. The
major drawback to our proposal is that it is still only a model
sketch. We have not implemented it, and as we note above,
implementation will be non-trivial. Attempts to implement
it will no doubt bring many deficiencies and oversights to
light. However, we hope it will provide a framework for
asking fruitful questions about how to model timing in
speech production, and for interpreting timing data.
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